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Abstract 
The small conductance can be measured by the constant volume process or accumulation method. In this method, the change of 
temperature will make an additional flow rate and then make a system error for the measured conductance value. The 
temperature correction analysis has been given at this paper, and also the analysis result. 
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1. Introduction 
The small conductance can be used to give a well known small flow rate, and then to measure the pressure lower 
than 1×10-4Pa. The conductance measurement method can be defined into three type, constant pressure flow meter 
method as used in PTB[1], constant volume method as used in KRISS[2] and LIP[3], and linear vacuum gauge 
method as in LIP[4]. The latter two methods should measure the pressure difference for a long time, during which a 
possible change of the temperature will affect the pressure and then lead an error to the measured conductance value. 
2. The measurement method 
2.1 Constant volume method 
Figure 1 shows the scheme of the constant volume method. On the principle of this method, the measured 
conductance is given by[3] 
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In which  1p  is the pressure at the measurement start,  2p  is the pressure at the measurement end,  1t , 2t   is time 
at the measurement start and end,  V  is the working volume, In equation(1),  the temperature change is not been 
included. The corresponding pressure for the computed conductance is   1 2 2p p    

Figure 1. The scheme of the const volume method 
.2.2 Linear vacuum gauge method 
The measurement theory of linear vacuum gauge method is given as Figure 2[4]:  
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0p is the balance pressure, 1p and 2p is the pressure at the start and end of the measurement, 1t , 2t  is time at the 
measurement start and end, V  is the volume of the chamber. In equation(2),  the temperature change is also not 
been included. The corresponding pressure for the computed conductance is 0p .

Figure 2. The scheme of the linear vacuum gauge method
3. The temperature correction analysis 
3.1 The temperature correction analysis for constant volume method 
For the system shown as in Figure 1, when the temperature is been considered, it can be expressed as: 
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After the integral, the conductance can be expressed as: 
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3.2 The temperature correction analysis for linear vacuum gauge method  
For a system as show in Figure 2, when the temperature is been considered, then we can get this:  
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If
 d T
dt
is considered as a constant  k , then we can get : 
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After the integral, it can be get: 
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The equation(8) can be expand as: 
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This means, when  2 1-t t  is close to INF, then 2 '
Q
p
C
 , if we define the pressure after a long time as 0p , the 
equation(9) can be expressed as: 
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The conductance can be computed by: 
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4. The effect of temperature correction 
4.1 The effect of temperature correction for constant volume method 
The  equation(4) can be expressed as, 
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is the correction item. Normally, the temperature of the laboratory is 23ć . The time 
difference   is about 1000s for one measurement, at this condition, if the temperature changes about 0.1ć to 0.2ć.
This means  dT dt  is about 1h10-4ć/s to 2h10-4ć/s, then 1
2
ln
T
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  is about 3h10-4 to 7h10-4. When the 
nominal conductance is 1×10-7m3/s, and the working volume V  is 1L, for 1000s time, 2
1
ln
p
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 equals to 0.1. At 
this condition, the temperature correction effect is about 0.3% to 0.7%. 
4.2 The effect of temperature correction for linear vacuum gauge method 
As shown above, for the linear vacuum gauge method, the correction conductance related with temperature can 
be expressed as 
C=
V dT
T dt
' ( 13 )
The working volume V  is about 1L, the temperature of the laboratory is 23ć, And as evaluated, the  dT dt  is 1
h10-4ć/s to 2h10-4ć/s , then the C'  is about 3h10-10 3m s  to 6h10-10 3m s . The relative effect has relation 
with the conductance. 
5. Conclusion 
The temperature changes in the process of measure the small conductance by the constant volume method or 
linear gauge method will give an additional correction. The correction has been analyzed. For the const volume 
method, if the dT dt  is about  1h10-4ć/s to 2h10-4ć/s, the temperature correction effect is about 0.3% to 0.7%.  
For the linear gauge method, at the same temperature variety rate, the temperature correction effect is about 3h10-10 
3m s  to 6h10-10 3m s .
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